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Abstract: Soil contamination by cadmium (Cd) has presented a major challenge in China. The
objective of the field experiments in this study was to examine the influence of nitrogen fertilizer
application at the full heading and milky stages on minimizing the absorption of Cd in rice. This
was achieved by affecting the distribution of Cd in root plaques and subcellular compartments of
the root and flag leaf. The hydroponic culture experiments aimed to examine the effect of nitrogen
and Cd interaction or deficiency on Cd accumulation in rice during the late growth stage. The
findings revealed that adequate nitrogen supply during the early growth stage, coupled with nitrogen
application during the full heading and milky stages, led to a notable increase in Fe concentration in
the root plaques during the milk and mature stages. Furthermore, it elevated the Cd proportion in the
soluble fraction of the flag leaves at the milky stage. Conversely, nitrogen deficiency during the early
growth stage resulted in a significant increase in Fe concentration in the root plaques, along with a
decrease in Cd concentration. Additionally, the proportion of Cd in the flag leaf cell walls increased
significantly, while the proportion in the soluble fraction decreased notably. Irrespective of nitrogen
supply during the early growth stage, applying nitrogen at the full heading stage significantly reduced
Cd transport from shoots to brown rice, leading to a considerable reduction in the Cd concentration
in brown rice. Under hydroponic culture conditions, combined Cd exposure with nitrogen supply
significantly increased the Cd concentration in brown rice. Nitrogen supply had no impact on the Cd
concentration in brown rice in the absence of Cd. The study showed that applying nitrogen fertilizer
at the full heading stage effectively decreased the brown rice Cd concentration. This was achieved by
elevating the concentration of Fe in the root plaque, thereby influencing the adsorption of Cd by the
roots. Additionally, nitrogen application at the full heading stage can influence the distribution of Cd
in flag leaf cells during the filling stage. Ensuring ample nitrogen supply in the early stage of rice
growth is crucial, and nitrogen application at the full heading stage can effectively reduce the Cd
concentration in brown rice.

Keywords: rice cadmium; nitrogen fertilizer; Fe plaque; cell wall; available Cd

1. Introduction

Rice (Oryza sativa L.) is the primary cereal crop in Asia and Southeast Asia, serving
as the staple food for half of the world’s population [1–4]. It is worth mentioning that rice
is more susceptible to Cd absorption than other crops; this leads to an increased dietary
intake of Cd for populations with a diet primarily based on rice, as a result of the food
chain [5]. The problem of Cd-contaminated soils in China is especially severe in the acidic
paddy fields of Southern China. Soil acidification exacerbates the mobility and availability
of Cd in the soil, leading to a more significant rice Cd pollution compared to other regions
in China [6]. Long-term rice consumption with excess Cd harms human health; thus, it is
imperative to develop viable strategies to urgently reduce the risk of Cd in rice. Several
strategies have been utilized, involving soil remediation, water management, nutrient
management, and utilizing and cultivating plant varieties with low Cd accumulation to
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reduce the uptake of Cd in rice cultivation [7–9]. Fertilizers are crucial for stimulating
regular development in rice farming, and the use of fertilizers has also been investigated as
a method to reduce plants’ metal intake [10–12]. Nitrogen management is typically seen
as the most affordable, convenient, and effective process for minimizing Cd deposition in
crops [13].

Nitrogen fertilizer is the most widely used fertilizer in agricultural production, and
nitrogen plays a crucial role in the growth and development of plants. As a result, sufficient
nitrogen fertilizers have been utilized globally to guarantee crop yields [14]. However,
nitrogen has been proven to be the most effective element involved in regulating the
absorption and transport of Cd. After nitrogen application, the soil electrical conductivity
increases, and the soil components of Cd are replaced by cations such as Fe2+, Ca2+, Zn2+,
and so on, thus increasing the soluble Cd2+ in the soil [13,15]. Jalloh [16] found that there is
a synergistic interaction between NO3

− and Cd, whereas there is an antagonistic interaction
between NH4

+ and Cd. Hassan [17] further confirmed that rice grains treated with NO3
−

had a 35.7% higher Cd content compared to rice grains treated with NH4
+. Wu’s [18]

studies have indicated that elevated levels of ammonium nutrition lead to the suppression
of Cd uptake, xylem transport, and subsequent accumulation in rice, while not affecting the
transport of Cd from roots to shoots. Multiple research efforts have explored the impact of
urea on Cd accumulation in rice. Certain findings have demonstrated that the application
of urea notably reduces the accumulation of Cd in rice grains [19]. Deng [20] reported that
the use of urea instead of compound fertilizer has clearly resulted in a decrease in brown
rice Cd concentration, and applying Mn fertilizer as a topdressing has further reduced rice
grain Cd accumulation. Previous research has demonstrated that the uptake and buildup
of Cd in rice is strongly linked to nitrogen fertilizer dosage. The upsurge in NH4

+ ratios, as
opposed to NO3

−, exhibits a stronger capacity to suppress the gene expression associated
with Cd transportation by the roots [18]. Another study also discovered that high levels of
NO3

− increased the absorption of C by up-regulating the gene expression of OsIRT1 and
OsNramp1 in rice under Cd stress. N regulates the absorption and transportation of Cd
by controlling the non-specific gene expression of Cd and divalent cation transporters in
plants. In addition, the use of nitrogen fertilizers improves the antioxidant enzyme systems
in rice and raises the levels of pectin and hemicellulose in the cell walls. This process
restricts the movement of Cd and assists in controlling the levels of brown rice [21].

Iron (Fe) plaques is abundant on the surface of rice roots has been confirmed in
previous research reports [22]. These Fe plaques utilize functional groups to adsorb or co-
precipitate heavy metals, and play a crucial role in the transportation of heavy metals from
soil to plant roots [22]. Studies have revealed a substantial positive correlation between
the concentration of Fe and Cd in root plaque and various rice tissues [8,9]. Additionally,
it has been discovered that Fe in root plaque enhances the adsorption of arsenic (As) by
root plaques and hinders the transportation of As to the shoot; a significant negative
correlation has also been observed among the concentration of Fe, As in root plaque, and
that of As in brown rice [23]. The formation of Fe plaque is influenced by the abundance
of nutrient elements, including phosphorus [9,11], Fe [24], silicon [23], and other types of
fertilizers [10]. However, the effects of nitrogen fertilizer on the development of iron films
and the adsorption of Cd remain poorly understood. Thus, it is essential to investigate the
influence of nitrogen fertilizer on the formation of Fe plaques on rice root surfaces and its
adsorption properties.

N regulates the isolation and chelating ability of cell walls physiologically, thus reg-
ulating the adaptation of plants to Cd [13]. The initial interaction and retention of Cd by
plant roots is primarily facilitated by the isolation of cell walls. Rice cell wall adsorption
and vacuole interception has significant effects on grain Cd content. Due to the partition
of the cell walls and vacuole, the retention of Cd in plant roots potentially restricts the
movement of Cd through the xylem to the shoots. The partition of the plant cell walls and
vacuole could reduce the quantity of Cd entering organelles and reduce the damage of Cd
to organelles and membrane structure, thus alleviating the toxicity of Cd to normal cell
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metabolism [25]. According to a recent study, low Cd conditions facilitate the transfer of Cd
from root cell walls to cells, accompanied by an increase in the pectin and protein binding
forms of intracellular Cd, due to the supply of NH4

+. However, at higher Cd levels, NH4
+

promotes Cd deposition in root cell walls and accumulation in the root [26].
The late growth stage of rice represents a critical period for Cd accumulation in

grains, as the Cd absorbed by roots can rapidly be transferred to the grains. Moreover, Cd
accumulated in the vegetative organs during the early growth stage is also transported to
the grains following grain filling, concurrent with the movement of photosynthetic matter.
It was found that taking appropriate measures during the critical period of Cd accumulation
in rice grains could effectively reduce the rice grains’ Cd accumulation [27–29]. Keeping
a certain nitrogen level in the later growth stage of rice can maintain a high level of
photosynthetic capacity of leaves, prolong grain filling time, delay leaf senescence, and
inhibit the redistribution of elements in old leaves [30]. However, the effect of nitrogen
application during the late growth stage on Cd accumulation in rice grains is still not clear.
This research employs urea as a nitrogen supply to investigate the impacts of nitrogen
application at the full heading and milky stages on iron and Cd concentrations in root
plaques, subcellular Cd distribution in roots and flag leaves, and Cd accumulation in rice
grains. In addition, the study examines the interactions or deficiencies of nitrogen and Cd
on rice grain Cd accumulation post-full heading, as well as the correlation between mineral
element accumulation in plants and Cd accumulation in grains under hydroponic culture.
Additionally, the underlying mechanisms were elucidated by investigating the impact of
nitrogen fertilizer application on Cd accumulation during the latter growth stage of rice.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Field Experimental Site and Soils

The research was conducted in the paddy field of Liuyang Village (28◦18′ N, 113◦49′ E),
Hunan Province, China, which falls under a subtropical monsoon humid climate zone. The
area experiences an average annual precipitation of 1400 mm and a mean temperature range
of 16.8–17.2 ◦C. The dominant soil type in this region is loam soil. The study performed field
experiments in the same area in both 2018 and 2019. The basic physicochemical properties
of the paddy soils were analyzed in 2018, yielding the following results: organic matter
(OM) 33.17 g kg−1; pH (H2O) 5.22; cation exchange capacity (CEC) 11.98 cmol kg−1; total N
1.91 g kg−1; total P 0.64 g kg−1; total K 7.26 g kg−1; total Cd 0.72 mg kg−1; CaCl2-extracted
Cd 0.34 mg kg−1.

2.2. Fertilizers and Rice Materials

The main fertilizers used in this experiment were urea (total nitrogen content ≥ 46%),
calcium superphosphate (P2O5 content ≥ 12%), and potassium chloride (KCl content ≥ 60%),
obtained from a local agricultural retailer in Liuyang, China. The experiment involved the
utilization of Yuzhenxiang, a conventional rice variety extensively cultivated in Hunan
Province, China.

2.3. Experimental Design
2.3.1. Experiment 1

The study involved applying various treatments with three replications to the field in
2018 and 2019. Nitrogen fertilization details can be found in Table 1. Base fertilizers were
applied to the plough horizon of the soil (0–20 cm) about two days before transplanting rice.
As per local fertilizer practices, each plot received 750 kg ha−1 calcium superphosphate
and 120 kg ha−1 potassium chloride as a base fertilizer, with an additional 120 kg ha−1

potassium chloride as a panicle fertilizer. Each experimental plot measured 42 m2 with
50 cm paths between them, and individual irrigation was implemented to prevent cross-
contamination. Healthy and uniformly grown seedlings were transplanted to the plots on
18 July 2018 and 20 July 2019, 25 days after germination in a 20 cm by 20 cm configuration.
Harvesting took place on 30 October 2018 and 30 October 2019, respectively. The plots
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were flooded from the full heading stage until seven days before maturity, with all crop
management procedures addressing pest and disease infestations in real time.

Table 1. Schedule of nitrogen fertilization for each treatment.

Year Treatment
N Application Rate (kg ha−1)

Base Fertilizer Panicle Stage Full Heading Stage Milky Stage

2018
T0 144 36
T1 108 36 36
T2 108 36 36

2019
F0 0 0 0 0
F1 0 0 36
F2 0 0 0 36

2.3.2. Experiment 2

Seedlings at the age of 25 days were moved to a field contaminated with Cd on 23 July
2021. When the rice plants reached the full heading stage on 23 September 2021, healthy
and growing ones were carefully selected and taken back to Hunan Agricultural Univer-
sity’s rice research institute. The soil around the rice roots was meticulously cleaned and
then soaked in deionized water for 12 h. Following this, the plants were divided into four
groups and transplanted into individual tall pots (28.1 cm high, 22 cm wide) with a five-liter
hydroponic solution. The initial composition of chemicals for preparing nutrient solutions
was based on the Formula of Rice Nutrition Solution provided by the International Rice
Research Institute. Two distinct groups of rice plants were placed in nutrient solutions,
with one group receiving nitrogen (+N) and the other group receiving no nitrogen (–N).
The plants were then further divided into two subgroups based on their nitrogen treatment
and subjected to a 30-day growth period in corresponding nutrient solutions containing
50 × 10−2 mM Cd L−1 (CdCl2·5H2O) and devoid of Cd, respectively, for each group.
There were four treatments: (+N&+Cd, treatment A), (–N&+Cd, treatment B), (+N&–Cd,
treatment C), and (–N&–Cd, treatment D), and all experimental conditions were duplicated
in six separate containers, resulting in a total of 24 experimental units, with a single plant
allocated to each container. At maturity, two plants from each treatment were used as one
sample, resulting in a total of 12 plant samples collected for laboratory examination. The
nutrient solution was completely renewed once every five days, and deionized water was
added every two days to the five-liter solution to compensate for the loss of rice transpira-
tion. The pH value of the solution was adjusted to 5.5 by incorporating 0.1 M HCl or NaOH
into the medium. The entire experimental period took place in the same rain-proof steel
greenhouse, with the growing environmental conditions of all treatments standardized.

2.4. Rice and Soil Sampling

In Experiment 1, rice plants were collected at both the milky stage and mature stage.
The plant samples underwent rinsing with deionized water, followed by separation into
roots, shoots, panicles (milky stage), and brown rice. For further analysis, fresh roots and
flag leaves were chosen at the milky stage in 2019. These specimens were gathered and
stored in a −80 ◦C freezer upon return to the laboratory. Soil samples were collected using
the “five-points” sampling method at 0, 3, 7, 10, and 15 days following nitrogen fertilizer
application, as well as at maturity in 2019. All soil samples underwent air drying, grinding,
and passage through 2.00 mm and 0.15 mm nylon sieves. The rice yield of each plot was
determined after threshing and sun drying the seed.

In Experiment 2, hydroponic samples of rice plants were collected at their mature
stage, subsequent to which the plants were systematically dissected into sixteen distinct
portions from the top to the bottom: brown rice (BR), husks (H), rachises (R), flag leaf (FL),
internode 1 (INI), sheath 1 (SI), node 1 (NI), leaf 2 (LII), internode 2 (INII), sheath 2 (SII),
node 2 (NII), leaf 3 (LIII), internode 3 (INIII), sheath 3 (SIII), node 3 (NIII), and old tissues
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(OT). This comprehensive array of plant components was subsequently employed in the
hydroponic experiment, ensuring a thorough examination of the plant’s various aspects.

The samples were subjected to drying at 105 ◦C for a duration of 30 min, followed by a
subsequent conditioning at 70 ◦C to achieve a constant weight. Thereafter, the dried matter
was weighed and processed through a 0.15 mm sieve for subsequent chemical analysis.

2.5. Chemical Analysis of Samples

The Fe and Cd concentrations in the root plaques were measured using the DCB
method as detailed by Zhou [31]. The plant tissues were digested in a solution of HNO3
and HClO4. The pH of the soil was assessed using a soil-to-water ratio of 1:2.5, and the soil’s
available Cd concentrations were extracted using a 0.01 M CaCl2 solution at pH 7.3 [32].
The extracted samples were analyzed via ICP-MS within a two-day timeframe. The Cd
concentration in all samples was determined using ICP-MS (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA).
Certified reference materials and sample blanks were used to ensure accuracy.

The subcellular distribution of Cd in roots and flag leaves was studied using a differ-
ential centrifugation technique. This involved the use of a chilled extraction buffer (1 mM
DTT, 250 mM sucrose, and 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5) to homogenize frozen root and flag leaf
samples. The homogenized sample was then centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 15 min, resulting
in a precipitate primarily composed of cell wall components and debris. The precipitate
was filtered through an 80 µm nylon fabric and then further centrifuged at 12,000 rpm
for 30 min at 4 ◦C. The resulting supernatant and residue were designated as the soluble
fraction and cell organelle fraction, respectively.

2.6. Data and Statistical Analyses

The translocation factor (TF) is employed to assess the transport capacity of each plant
tissue, with the calculation conducted through the following equations:

TFR-S = Cd concentrations of roots/Cd concentrations of shoots.
TFS-BR = Cd concentrations of shoots/Cd concentrations of brown rice.
All results were subjected to one-way ANOVA followed by Duncan’s New Multiple

Range Test to identify significant differences between treatments (p < 0.05). Correlation
analysis was carried out using Pearson’s correlation test, with a significance level of p < 0.05
(two tailed). All statistical computations were performed utilizing SPSS 24.0 (International
Business Machines Corporation, Nes York, NY, USA), while all graphs were generated
utilizing Origin 2021 software (Origin Lab Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA).

3. Results
3.1. Rice Yields

T1 and T2 treatments led to a reduction in the yield from 6.82% to 11.93% compared to
T0 in 2018. The T2 treatment produced the lowest grain, and a significant difference was
observed with T0 (Figure 1). Compared with the F0, the rice yields were boosted after a
topdressing of urea at the full heading and the milky stage, increasing 26.26% and 19.20%,
respectively, as shown in Figure 1 in 2019.

3.2. Cd Concentrations in Rice Different Parts

The levels of Cd in the roots and panicles during the milky stage were significantly
affected by the application of nitrogen fertilizer at the full heading or milky stage in
2018 (Figure 2A). The T1 and T2 treatments resulted in a significant reduction in Cd
concentrations in roots by 39.65–51.95% compared to T0, with the T1 treatment causing a
66.68% decrease in Cd concentrations in panicles, and the T2 treatment resulting in a 25.06%
increase in Cd concentrations in panicles. At the mature stage, the T1 treatment led to a
notable 35.11% decline in Cd concentrations in brown rice, while the T2 treatment induced
a substantial 129.69% increase in Cd concentrations in roots compared to T0 (Figure 2B).
Furthermore, compared to T0, the T2 treatment notably decreased the TFR-S by 67.33%,
while the T1 treatment significantly increased the TFS-BR by 57.88% (Figure 2C).
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milky stage and mature stage, and Cd transport factors at maturity in 2018 and 2019. Values are
means ± standard deviation (SD). Different letters indicate significant differences between treatments
(p > 0.05). (A) Cd concentration in different parts of rice at the milky stage in 2018; (B) Cd concentration
in different parts of rice at the mature stage in 2018; (C) Cd transport coefficient at the mature stage in
2018; (D) Cd concentration in different parts of rice at the milky stage in 2019; (E) Cd concentration
in different parts of rice at the mature stage in 2019; (F) Cd transport coefficient at the mature stage
in 2019.

The F1 treatment resulted in a significant 51.27% decrease in Cd concentrations in root
tissues compared to the F0 treatment. Similarly, the F2 treatment led to a 77.54% reduction
in Cd concentrations in shoots. Furthermore, both the F1 and F2 treatments significantly
lowered the Cd concentrations in panicles by 82.94–83.31% (Figure 2D). At the mature
stage, both the F1 and F2 treatments caused a significant decrease in Cd concentrations in
roots and shoots by 40.10–56.69% and 37.21–49.16%, respectively. Moreover, there was a
notable 57.25% reduction in the Cd concentration of brown rice under the F1 treatment
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(Figure 2E). It is important to note that neither the F1 treatment nor the F2 treatment had a
significant effect on TFR-S and TFS-BR (Figure 2F).

3.3. Soil pH Values and CaCl2-Cd Concentrations in Soil

As illustrated in Figure 3A,D, the pH values of soil and CaCl2-extracted Cd concen-
trations in the soil at various time points after treatment and at the mature stage were not
significantly impacted by the F1 and F2 treatments.
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Figure 3. Effects of nitrogen application period on soil pH, CaCl2-extracted Cd, and Fe, Cd concentra-
tions in root plaque. Values are means ± standard deviation (SD). Different letters indicate significant
differences between treatments (p > 0.05). (A) soil pH values in 2019; (B) Fe concentrations in root
plaque in 2018; (C) Cd concentrations in roots plaque in 2018; (D) CaCl2-extractable Cd concentrations
in soil in 2019; (E) Fe concentrations in root plaque in 2019; (F) Cd concentrations in roots plaque
in 2019. In the figure, 0, 3, 7, 10, 15, and MS represent the days after treatment and mature stage in
2019, respectively.

3.4. Concentrations of Fe and Cd in Roots Plaque

The concentrations of iron (Fe) in the root plaque showed a significant increase at
both the milky and mature stages under all nitrogen treatments compared to T0 and F0,
except for the Fe concentrations in the root plaque of the T1 treatment at the milky stage
(Figure 3B,E). The Fe concentrations in the root plaque were higher at the mature stage than
at the milky stage, indicating a cumulative buildup of Fe in the root plaque as the growth
stage progressed. Additionally, the application of nitrogen fertilizer during the late growth
stage of rice enhanced the accumulation of Fe in the root plaque. In 2018, the concentrations
of Cd in the root plaque at the milky and mature stages exhibited a significant increase under
all nitrogen treatments, whereas in 2019, a contrasting trend was observed (Figure 3C,F).
This difference may be attributed to the lack of nitrogen supply during the early growth
stage, while showing sensitivity to nitrogen during the late growth stage. During this
period, the nitrogen supply heightened the physiological activities of the roots, stimulated
the release of small molecular substances like organic acids, and facilitated the desorption
of Cd that was adsorbed in the root plaque. Additionally, a significant negative and positive
correlation was observed between the Fe and Cd concentrations in the root plaque in 2018
and 2019, respectively (Figure 4C,D).
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Figure 4. Effect of nitrogen application period on the subcellular distribution of Cd in root and flag
leaf of rice, and Pearson’s correlation analysis of the relative abundances of Fe and Cd concentration
in the root plaque, Cd distribution proportion of subcellular rice root and flag leaf, and brown rice Cd
concentration. (A,C) in 2018, (B,D) in 2019. Values are means ± standard deviation (SD). Different
letters indicate significant differences between treatments (p > 0.05). Pearson’s correlation analysis of
the relative abundances of Fe and Cd concentration in the root plaque, Cd distribution proportion of
subcellular rice root and flag leaf, and brown rice Cd concentration. MiSRP-Fe, MiSRP-Cd, MaSRP-
Fe, and MaSRP-Cd represent Fe, Cd concentration on root plaque at the milky stage, and Fe, Cd
concentration on root plaque at the mature stage, respectively; RCW-CdP, RSF-CdP, and RO-Cd
represent Cd distribution proportion in the cell wall, soluble fraction, and organelle of subcellular of
root, respectively; FLCW-CdP, FLSF-CdP, and FLO-Cd represent Cd distribution proportion in the
cell wall, soluble fraction, and organelle of subcellular of flag leaf, respectively. Blue and red represent
negative and positive correlations, respectively, with darker colors representing higher correlation.

3.5. Subcellular Distribution of Cd in the Root and Flag Leaf

In Figure 4A, it is apparent that the proportion of Cd in the root cell wall decreased
significantly by 58.19% under T2 treatment compared to T0. Conversely, the proportion of
Cd in the soluble fraction increased significantly by 378.41%. Furthermore, the organelle
showed a significant increase in Cd distribution by 244.29–329.23% under T1 and T2 treat-
ments. In the control, the subcellular distribution of Cd in the flag leaf was ranked as: cell
wall > soluble fraction > organelle. However, under the T1 and T2 treatments, the ranking
changed to: soluble fraction > cell wall > organelle. The proportion of Cd in the soluble
fraction increased significantly by 194.45–167.83% under T1 and T2 treatments, while the
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proportion of Cd in the cell wall and organelle decreased significantly by 42.11–59.49% and
35.36–55.08%, respectively (Figure 4A).

The treatment F1 led to a significant decrease in the proportion of Cd in the cell wall of
the root, while it resulted in a significant increase in the proportion of Cd in the organelle
compared to F0 (Figure 4B). In the subcellular distribution of Cd in the flag leaf, both F1 and
F2 treatments caused a significant increase in Cd in the cell wall by 45.13–49.14%. Moreover,
the proportion of Cd in the soluble fraction and organelle was significantly reduced by
53.87–59.61% and 72.29–78.66%, respectively (Figure 4B). The proportion of Cd in the cell
wall of the root has a significantly positive correlation with brown rice (p < 0.05), whereas
the proportion of Cd in the organelle of the root has a significantly negative correlation
with brown rice (p < 0.01, Figure 4D).

3.6. Cd Concentrations in the Aerial Parts and Brown Rice in the Hydroponic Culture

The application of treatment A, under the provided Cd condition, resulted in a signifi-
cant increase in the Cd concentrations of OT, INIII, NI, INI, SI, FL, H, and BR compared
to treatment B. Additionally, treatment A led to a significant decrease in the amounts of
Cd concentrations in NII, LII, SII (Table 2). Furthermore, there was a notable positive
correlation between the Cd concentrations of INIII, NI, INI, SI, H and brown rice Cd concen-
trations, along with a significantly negative correlation between the Cd concentrations of
NII, LII, SII and brown rice Cd concentrations (Table 3). Moreover, compared to treatment
B, treatment A was associated with a significant decrease in the concentrations of Cu, Fe,
Mn, and Zn in NIII, INII, and Fe, Mn in SII (Table 2). The concentrations of Fe, Mn, and Zn
in NIII, and INII and the concentrations of Fe and Mn in SII were significantly negatively
correlated with the concentrations of Cd in brown rice (Table 3).

Compared to treatment D, treatment C resulted in a significant decrease in the concen-
trations of Cu, Fe, Mn, and Zn in NII, INII, H, and the concentrations of Cu, Fe, Mn in SII,
as well as Fe, Mn, and Zn concentrations in LII, FL, and the concentrations of Fe, Mn in R.
However, it led to a significant increase in the concentrations of Cu in INIII, LIII, NI, and Fe
in NIII, INIII, NI, and Mn in INIII, and Zn in NIII, NI, R (Table 2). There was a significantly
positive correlation between the concentrations of Cu, Fe, Mn, and Zn in NII, INII, H, and
Cu; Fe, Mn in SII, R; and Fe, Mn in LII, FL with the concentrations of Cd in brown rice.
Conversely, there was a significantly negative correlation between the concentrations of Cu,
Fe, Mn in INIII; Cu, Mn in LIII; and Cu, Fe, Zn, NI, and Zn in R with the concentrations of
Cd in brown rice (Table 3).
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Table 2. Schedule of Cd, Cu, Fe, Mn, and Zn concentrations in diverse segments of rice for each treatment in the Hydroponic culture (mg kg−1).

Element Treatment
Part of Rice

OT NIII INIII LIII SIII NII INII LII SII NI INI FL SI R H BR

Cd

A (+N&+Cd) 61.4 a 41.58 a 3.33 a 1.60 a 10.16 a 4.61 b 1.57 a 0.33 b 0.93 b 7.09 a 1.45 a 0.34 a 0.42 a 1.24 a 0.82 a 1.23 a
B (−N&+Cd) 30.5 b 45.00 a 1.08 b 1.22 a 9.09 a 6.06 a 1.10 a 0.89 a 2.35 a 3.09 b 0.65 b 0.25 b 0.25 c 0.97 a 0.39 b 0.78 b
C (+N&−Cd) 0.20 d 0.20 b 0.05 c 0.13 c 0.07 b 0.06 d 0.09 d 0.08 d 0.10 b 0.15 c 0.04 c 0.06 d 0.07 d 0.14 c 0.16 c 0.03 c
D (−N&−Cd) 0.37 c 0.18 b 0.04 c 0.08 d 0.09 b 0.21 c 0.23 c 0.14 c 0.11 b 0.08 d 0.03 c 0.08 c 0.30 b 0.06 d 0.06 d 0.06 c

Cu

A (+N&+Cd) 5.44 b 3.37 b 1.89 a 2.83 ab 2.33 b 2.16 b 1.42 b 2.79 b 2.11 b 1.87 ab 1.20 a 2.04 b 1.66 a 1.68 c 3.17 a 2.11 a
B (-N&+Cd) 3.09 c 5.70 a 2.09 a 2.71 ab 3.22 a 2.56 b 2.23 a 3.37 a 2.44 b 1.60 b 1.61 a 2.36 ab 1.61 a 2.87 a 2.34 b 2.24 a

C (+N&−Cd) 5.64 b 3.04 b 1.76 a 3.44 a 2.72 ab 1.57 c 1.30 b 3.29 ab 2.14 b 2.38 a 1.35 a 2.84 a 1.97 a 1.95 bc 2.02 b 2.38 a
D (−N&−Cd) 8.95 a 1.43 c 0.57 b 1.91 b 2.41 ab 7.75 a 2.11 a 3.56 a 4.04 a 1.60 b 1.62 a 2.61 ab 1.99 a 2.77 ab 3.24 a 2.44 a

Fe

A (+N&+Cd) 1220.70 c 809.75 b 245.43 a 762.68 ab 344.69 c 644.69 b 114.20 b 402.85 c 230.25 c 580.59 a 96.27 ab 174.50 c 173.68 b 96.12 c 285.83 b 38.11 a
B (−N&+Cd) 1673.27 b 1630.30 a 241.18 a 924.88 a 703.12 a 624.16 b 237.68 a 810.76 b 626.30 b 333.98 b 139.94 a 248.52 b 285.24 a 224.96 a 215.21 bc 33.74 a
C (+N&−Cd) 1503.62 bc 649.79 b 161.17 b 699.93 b 510.80 b 414.63 b 74.01 b 441.07 c 284.15 c 480.34 ab 77.43 b 301.66 b 137.31 b 89.40 c 171.03 c 36.72 a
D (−N&−Cd) 2285.71 a 293.85 c 43.78 c 651.30 b 520.77 b 2458.74 a 250.92 a 1040.29 a 1158.04 a 172.08 c 74.61 b 675.97 a 270.73 a 180.35 b 410.07 a 39.29 a

Mn

A (+N&+Cd) 27.44 ab 15.09 b 11.75 a 94.40 b 24.01 b 25.56 b 12.72 b 94.03 c 24.75 b 36.31 b 26.74 a 69.16 b 25.83 b 33.34 b 54.79 a 8.55 a
B (−N&+Cd) 25.60 c 25.95 a 13.07 a 160.06 a 39.93 a 26.96 b 19.77 a 138.08 b 43.80 a 32.25 b 22.21 a 63.71 b 40.34 a 60.47 a 36.62 b 8.98 a
C (+N&−Cd) 34.40 ab 12.35 b 11.72 a 129.69 ab 23.61 b 19.37 c 7.61 c 97.38 c 24.03 b 46.74 a 27.40 a 89.50 b 26.53 b 42.09 b 36.97 b 9.87 a
D (−N&−Cd) 36.88 a 13.10 b 5.14 b 75.61 b 42.41 a 35.41 a 15.94 ab 162.66 a 39.56 a 44.78 a 30.10 a 138.56 a 42.99 a 65.72 a 53.03 a 9.84 a

Zn

A (+N&+Cd) 30.20 a 14.71 c 15.95 a 21.75 a 13.99 a 9.75 c 10.38 b 22.34 b 15.27 a 13.79 b 16.8 ab 19.30 bc 13.19 a 10.02 b 29.05 a 24.34 a
B (−N&+Cd) 15.18 b 31.93 a 14.42 a 21.55 a 17.09 a 29.82 b 19.08 a 31.56 a 14.34 a 13.82 b 20.12 a 23.27 ab 16.54 a 12.71 b 16.66 c 20.96 a
C (+N&−Cd) 18.90 b 23.60 b 11.62 a 19.16 a 14.52 a 11.51 c 6.92 b 10.79 c 11.65 a 22.44 a 10.23 b 16.06 c 13.10 a 25.68 a 14.69 c 18.34 a
D (−N&−Cd) 29.70 a 13.85 c 11.01 a 16.10 a 16.38 a 43.09 a 17.44 a 23.17 b 16.90 a 10.83 b 14.07 ab 29.96 a 16.00 a 12.67 b 23.73 b 21.44 a

A: treatment for nutrient solution with 2.9 mM N L−1 with 50 × 10−2 mM Cd L−1; B: treatment for nutrient solution without N with 50 × 10−2 mM Cd L−1; C: treatment for nutrient
solution with 2.9 mM N L−1 without Cd; D: treatment for nutrient solution without N and Cd. Values are means ± standard deviation (SD). Different letters indicate significant
differences between treatments (p > 0.05).

Table 3. Schedule of Pearson’s correlation of Cd, Cu, Fe, Mn, and Zn concentrations in various parts and brown rice Cd concentrations under different treatments.

Treatment Element
Part of Rice

OT NIII INIII LIII SIII NII INII LII SII NI INI FL SI R H BR

A, B
(+N&+Cd,
−N&+Cd)

Cd 0.489 −0.282 0.832 * 0.307 0.304 −0.757 * −0.131 −0.838 * −0.820 * 0.784 * 0.761 * 0.557 0.828 * 0.517 0.896 ** 1.000 **
Cu 0.558 −0.781 −0.681 * −0.035 −0.571 −0.564 * −0.942 −0.913 * −0.823 * 0.590 * −0.671 * −0.674 0.258 * −0.515 0.497 ** 0.165 **
Fe −0.864 * −0.731 * −0.297 −0.801 * −0.701 0.135 −0.883 ** −0.921 ** −0.835 * 0.542 −0.64 −0.834 * −0.621 −0.708 0.215 0.538
Mn −0.15 −0.844 * −0.618 −0.716 −0.567 0.164 −0.901 ** −0.913 ** −0.846 * 0.409 −0.04 0.078 −0.558 −0.604 0.339 0.312
Zn 0.843 * −0.778 * 0.308 0.352 −0.325 −0.865 * −0.931 ** −0.972 ** 0.218 −0.116 −0.299 −0.701 −0.829 * −0.567 0.857 * 0.405

C, D
(+N&−Cd,
−N&−Cd)

Cd 0.824 ** −0.669 0.972 ** −0.655 −0.754 0.928 ** 0.554 0.893 * 0.461 −0.871 * −0.847 * 0.755 0.808 −0.850 * −0.919 ** 1.000 **
Cu 0.744 −0.788 −0.937 ** −0.820 * −0.135 0.917 * 0.984 ** 0.502 0.936 ** −0.830 * 0.786 0.085 −0.125 0.840 * 0.938 ** 0.387
Fe 0.694 −0.69 −0.889 * −0.166 0.306 0.928 ** 0.878 * 0.915 * 0.928 ** −0.918 ** 0.132 0.951 ** 0.889 * 0.861 * 0.846 * 0.556
Mn −0.063 0.178 −0.922 ** −0.818 * 0.954 ** 0.867 * 0.941 ** 0.894 * 0.968 ** −0.41 0.535 0.936 ** 0.664 0.889 * 0.889 * 0.225
Zn 0.739 −0.56 0.062 −0.25 0.516 0.876 * 0.866 * 0.796 0.621 −0.957 ** 0.579 0.784 0.568 −0.873 * 0.868 * −0.062

A: treatment for nutrient solution with 2.9 mM N L−1 with 50 × 10−2 mM Cd L−1; B: treatment for nutrient solution without N with 50 × 10−2 mM Cd L−1; C: treatment for nutrient
solution with 2.9 mM N L−1 without Cd; D: treatment for nutrient solution without N and Cd. *, p < 0.05, **, p < 0.05.
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4. Discussion
4.1. The Effect of Late Nitrogen Application on Cd of Brown Rice Was Not Caused by Soil

The process of Cd accumulation in brown rice is complex and influenced by various
factors such as climate, soil properties, and nutrient distribution within agricultural ecosys-
tems. Soil characteristics, particularly pH, play a significant role in the solubility, mobility,
and speciation of Cd in soil, ultimately affecting its accumulation in rice plants [33]. Re-
search has shown that the presence of NO3

− in rice plants triggers the release of organic
acids into the rhizosphere, leading to increased soil CEC and H+ concentration, thereby
enhancing water-soluble Cd concentrations in the soil and the accumulation of Cd in rice
crops [17]. Conversely, absorption of NH4

+ by plants results in the release of H+ into
the soil, leading to soil acidification and increased bioavailability of Cd in the soil [34].
Furthermore, applying urea leads to the production of significant amounts of ammonium,
temporarily increasing soil pH, but subsequent nitrification of NH4

+, causes a decrease
in soil pH [35]. Collectively, regardless of whether it is NO3

−, NH4
+, or urea, all of these

substances pose a potential threat of decreasing soil acidity and enhancing the bioavailabil-
ity of Cd. According to our study on the impact of nitrogen application at various growth
stages, we found that applying nitrogen at the full heading stage resulted in a significant
decrease in brown rice Cd concentrations, with reductions of 35.11% in 2018 and 57.25% in
2019 compared to the control groups (T0, F0). This suggests that the application of nitrogen
fertilizer at the full heading stage significantly decreases the Cd concentration in brown
rice. Interestingly, these alterations were observed to be not primarily attributable to the
impact of nitrogen fertilizer on soil pH and the CaCl2-extractable Cd.

The ability of rice vegetative organs to impede the transportation of Cd enables them to
accumulate a significant amount of Cd in the cell wall or store it in the vacuole. Deposition
of Cd in the cell wall is a crucial mechanism that restricts the accumulation and movement
of Cd in plants [36]. According to Deng’s study, pectin, polysaccharide components,
hemicellulose 1, and functional groups all play a major role in the deposition of Cd in
the cell wall of rice flag leaves [37]. These components also hinder the transfer of Cd into
the rice grain and show a strong positive correlation with the Cd concentration in brown
rice. Functional groups within the cell walls, such as carboxyl (COO−), hydroxy (−OH),
and thiol (−SH), bind 70–90% of Cd and prevent its transport into the cells [25,38]. Our
experiment also demonstrated a significant increase in the proportion of Cd in the cell wall
of the flag leaf, while the proportion of Cd in the organelles notably decreased after applying
nitrogen at the full heading stage and milky stage in 2019 (Figure 4B), similar to previous
findings. The proportion of Cd in the cell wall of the flag leaf exhibited a notably strong
correlation with the concentration of Cd in brown rice (Figure 4D). Interestingly, under the
condition of nitrogen supply in the early stage of rice growth, regardless of whether the
nitrogen fertilizer was topdressed at the full heading stage or milky stage, the proportion
of Cd in the cell wall and the organelle of the flag leaf decreased significantly (Figure 4A).
Surprisingly, the increase in Cd proportion in the soluble fraction was significant as shown
in Figure 4A. Recent research suggests that the presence of nitrate ions increases the quantity
of functional groups like −OH, C=O, and −COOH in the root cell walls of rice, along with
the presence of pectin and hemicellulose. Conversely, the presence of ammonium ions
leads to a reduction in the amount of pectin, hemicellulose, and functional groups in the
cell walls [39,40].

The process of grain filling in rice heavily depends on the assimilates derived from
post-flowering photosynthesis and non-structural carbohydrates (NSC) stored in the leaf
sheath and other organs prior to flowering. The contribution of these stored carbohydrates
to the grain yield fluctuates from approximately 1/6th to 1/3rd, and their quantity is
impacted by growth conditions and the level of nitrogen supply. The stored substances
before flowering also play a crucial role in initiating grain filling, with their transport rate
and quantity being vital in the early stage of grain filling [41,42]. It is suspected that the lack
of nitrogen supply during the initial phase of rice growth leads to increased absorption and
transport of nitrogen to compensate for the insufficient photosynthetic products, ultimately
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influencing the proportion of Cd in the cell walls of the flag leaf. However, when there is
nitrogen supply during the early stage, rice plants show decreased sensitivity to nitrogen
application at the full heading and milky stages, which is evident from the rice grain yield.

The process of Cd absorption by rice roots and its transportation to the grain during
the filling stage is a significant phenomenon. Recent studies have focused on various
aspects of Cd transport in rice, including uptake by the root, xylem loading, root-to-shoot
translocation, phloem transfer at the stem, and transportation via the phloem to the grain.
In our current study, nitrogen supply during the initial growth stage resulted in a notable
decrease in TFR-S of the F1 treatment and a significant increase in TFS-BR at the mature
stage in 2018 (Figure 2C). Conversely, when there was no nitrogen supply during the early
growth stage, there was only a slight impact on TFR-S and TFS-BR at the mature stage in 2019
(Figure 2F). It was observed that low nitrogen levels can enhance the transport of carbon
and nitrogen assimilates in stem sheaths, particularly during the heading stage, leading
to increased nutrient absorption from the soil by the root system, indicating heightened
physiological activity in the leaves during the heading stage. Consequently, this results
in a reduction in the entry of Cd into rice grains via nutrient transport pathways. This
observation is a possible explanation for the lower Cd concentration in brown rice of T1
and F1 when compared to T0, T2, and F0, F2.

4.2. Fe and Mn Accumulation in Rice Significantly Affected Cd Accumulation in Brown Rice

The impact of nitrogen supply on Cd accumulation in rice grains during the late
growth stage was investigated through a solution culture experiment. The purpose was
to eliminate any influence from soil factors. Our findings indicate that the presence of
Cd, and N supply resulted in a 57.69% increase in the concentration of Cd in brown rice,
compared to N deficiency (Table 2). This outcome aligns with previous research, which has
demonstrated that N promotes the accumulation of Cd in brown rice. However, when Cd
is not present, the supply of N significantly reduces the Cd content in brown rice. Further
analysis found that with the addition of Cd, N supply decreased the contents of Cu, Fe, Mn,
and Zn in NII, LII, (except for Cu in LII under C treatment, Table 2). Cd has the capability
to enter plant cells by using the same uptake mechanisms as essential mineral elements
like Fe2+, Mn2+, and Zn2+ due to their similar physiochemical properties. For example, Cd
can compete with Fe for transporters like OsIRT1/2, which are responsible for transporting
Fe2+ and are sensitive to Cd. Additionally, Cd can also compete with Mn for transporters
like OsNRAMP5, which are involved in the uptake of both Cd and Mn. This competition
among Fe, Mn, and Cd for the same uptake pathway in plants contributes to the reduction
in Cd uptake in plants [6,21,43]. Our results show that in the presence of Cd, most of
these elements in NII, INII, LII, and SII, especially Fe and Mn in INII, LII, and SII, were
significantly negatively correlated with Cd content in brown rice (Table 3), while they were
positively correlated with brown rice Cd content without the condition of Cd (Table 3).
In other words, the application of N can regulate the distribution of Fe, Mn, and other
elements in rice plants, and then accumulate Cd in brown rice.

Another factor contributing to the reduction in Cd uptake in plants by Fe, when
absorbed into the root tissue, may compete with Cd for adsorption sites. As a result, Cd,
which lacks adsorption sites, is excluded from the cell wall of the rice root surface [43].
The formation of iron plaque on the root surfaces of rice can lead to the absorption of
Cd, even in the absence of specific adsorption sites on the root surface. This process can
significantly influence the chemical behavior and bioavailability of heavy metals in the
soil through adsorption and co-precipitation. Furthermore, it plays a crucial role in the
absorption of heavy metals by roots and their internal transport within plants [8,10,20].
Zhang’s [24] findings demonstrated that a deficiency or surplus of iron influenced the
absorption of Cd in rice roots. The research revealed that low iron levels increased the
expression of Cd-transport-related genes, while excess iron boosted Cd accumulation on
the root through ion plaque. Additionally, the addition of iron to the soil during the mature
stage significantly decreased the concentration of Cd in the grains. Recent research reported
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that the application of basal alkaline fertilizers [20], microbial organic fertilizer [10], and the
application of iron-based fertilizer [44] may enhance the adsorption and immobilization
of Cd by the formation of iron plaque, thereby reducing the direct uptake of Cd by rice
plants. In the present study, we found that applying nitrogen during the late growth stage
significantly increased the Fe content on the root plaque of rice at the milky stage and
mature stage (Figure 3B,E), and significantly increased the Cd content on root plaque when
N was supplied during the early growth stage (Figure 3C), and decreased significantly
under the condition of N deficiency in the early growth stage (Figure 3F). There is a
significantly positive correlation between the Fe concentration and Cd concentration on
the root plaque in 2018 (Figure 4C), and an opposite relationship in 2019 (Figure 4D). This
indicates that the adsorption direction of Cd by root plaque during the later stages of
growth is intricately linked to the nitrogen supply level during the early growth stage.
In the milky stage of 2018, a significant positive correlation was observed between the
concentration of Cd in root plaque and the proportion of Cd in root organelles. Additionally,
there was a notable negative correlation between the Cd concentration in root plaque and
the Cd proportion in flag leaf organelles (Figure 4C). However, there was a significant
positive correlation between the Cd concentration in root plaque and the Cd proportion in
root cell wall and leaf organelles at the milky stage in 2019 (Figure 4D). Furthermore, the
uptake of Cd by root Fe plaque led to an indirect impact on the distribution of Cd within
the subcellular structures of the root and flag leaf.

5. Conclusions

The findings indicate that applying nitrogen at the full heading stage can restrict the
transfer of Cd from the shoots to brown rice, leading to reduced Cd concentration in brown
rice. This is attributed to the ability of nitrogen application at the full heading stage to
enhance Fe concentration in the root plaque, thereby limiting Cd absorption by the roots.
Additionally, nitrogen application at the full heading stage can influence the distribution of
Cd in flag leaf cells during the filling stage. When there is sufficient nitrogen supply in the
early growth stage, the proportion of Cd in the soluble fraction of the flag leaf increases
significantly. Conversely, inadequate nitrogen supply during the early growth stage results
in an increased Cd proportion in the cell wall of the flag leaf. Ensuring ample nitrogen
supply in the early stage of rice growth is crucial, and nitrogen application at the full
heading stage can effectively reduce Cd concentration in brown rice.
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